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The surprisingly common transportation of whole houses is illustrated by the two 
moves endured by this modest 1895 structure above.  About 1920, it was first 
relocated a bit east of its original site to make way for a school district use. For a 
private property infill densification in 2003, it was moved three blocks north from 
the 300 block of D. There, at 516 D, it filled a front yard that had remained vacant 
since the subdivision of Bower’s Addition in 1913. Below, the 120-year-old house 
thrives in its Old North Davis setting. It has blossomed with a complete 
rehabilitation, flashy painting, and loving landscaping. It is ready for another 120 
years. 


 








 


  


The image above shows “Covell Vllage” which was voted down by the citizenry in 


2005 (59% voted “no”). Deciding whether to ratify the City Council’s previous 


approval of this was a major political conflict and the first use of “the people’s 


right to vote on annexation” (Measure J) which was adopted earlier in the decade. 


The very “green” subdivision’s layout was by famed local town planner, Michael 


Corbett, in the area north of Covell and west of Pole Line Road.   








 


 


A rarity among towns of any size, this benign Picnic Day event in 2014 gathered 


17 present and former City Councilpersons.  The occasion was a garden party 


convened by former Mayor Ruth Asmundson. Some 55% of the still living 31 


“electeds” since 1966 attended. (The rate is 70% if one subtracts the 8 no longer 


living in Davis.)  Oldest was Maynard Skinner (elected 1966) in the middle of the 


top row. This gathering suggests a high degree of cohesion and camaraderie 


among the Davis political elite.    








 


 


Here is a scene on G Street during Picnic Day in 2011 when near riot conditions 


pertained over much of downtown Davis. For years in the 2000 to 2012 time 


frame G Street was part of an intensifying zone of out-of-control drinking and 


revelry. Out-of-town partiers targeted Downtown. Local Campus and City officials 


worked hard to prevent and limit the problem behaviors and riotous situations 


were rare by 2014.   








 


 


A rare snow accumulation in 1976 is shown on D Street looking north from 6th.  A 


sense of orderliness is accentuated by the snow cover. In contrast, the 


streetscape of recent years has accumulated partial fences, untrimmed bushes, 


and an assortment of objects that detract from a sense of shared, middle-class 


standards of yard maintenance.  This neighborhood, known for a dozen years 


now by its adopted name of “Old North Davis,” is far from a textbook case of 


gentrification despite its amazing rise in rents and home prices.    








 


 


Governor Jerry Brown brought his campaign for re-election in 1978 to Central 


Park in Davis. This was a notable honor but the “locals” seem to have been 


relegated to the second row (Councilpersons Tomasi, Farrell, Motley, and Black) 


while the first row next to the speaking governor includes Senator Cranston, 


Congressperson Vic Fazio, and eventual Governor-to-be Grey Davis.   








 


  


The in-coming 1992 City Council display a light-hearted moment before sitting 


down to their formal portrait. All five of these are serious local political figures that 


won many elections and seldom lost. Rosenberg, Skinner, Wolk, Boyd, and Adler 


between them won various elections to School Board, Board of Supervisors, 


State Assembly, State Senate, and Superior Court Judge. From 1984 to 2004 at 


least one of them was always on the Council.   








 
 


During the explosive growth of the 1950’s, 1960’s, and 1970’s the rural-urban 
fringe often had a raw and ragged look—but not always for long.  Here in spring 
of 1972 the muddy fields (above) are within two months (below) transformed into 
fenced and grassy back lawns. The subdivision is “Davis Manor #16, filed in 
August of 1971. The soon-to-exist back yards are for homes on the north side of 
Loyola between Tulip and Monarch.   


 








 


  


 In Davis, there is a new Council every two years, named for the Mayor (usually, 


the leading vote-getter at the previous election). Here is the Corbett Council of 


1988 to 1990.  It came at a sea-change in local politics, the effective end of the 


“Davis Progressive Era” of 1972 to 1990.  








 


  


 


Political activity is frequent and intense in college towns, including Davis, a 


characteristic linked to exceptionally educated residents. Here, a packed 


Community Chambers on January 10, 2006, is pressing the City Council for a 


resolution condemning the invasion of Iraq. Most Council sessions attract a 


smaller and calmer crowd. Among the largest public meetings in the town’s 


history was the assembly of 200+ to protest the proposed cutting of the “Avenue 


of Walnuts” circa 1978.  


  





